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WebGurus is a design and development agency. 

We transform user experiences, unlock technical 
potential and provide digital product development for 
today's forward-thinking businesses and organizations.  

How? We run discovery workshops, we iterate, prototype 
design UX/UI, then develop continuously and fast. Really 
fast. All remote. 
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OUR SPECIALITIES

Discovery & Research 
Design Sprints 
Rapid Prototyping 
Award winning UI design 
Technical discovery workshops 
Architecture definition

API development 
Front end development 
Back end development 
Custom WordPress Development 
Hybrid Mobile App Development 
Database optimization 

Remote-ready

Agile-ready
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A few happy clients
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Meet the founders

Gergely Márton
Founder & Managing Partner

Áron Márton
Founder & Managing Partner

The Marton brothers have both been working with digital products and 
innovative technologies for over 10 years. They are certified AgilePM 

practitioners and versed designers and developers. They created  
products that are used by corporations and businesses every day to 

streamline their sales and processes.

Open Open

https://www.linkedin.com/in/martongergely/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/martongergely/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aaron-marton-435082138/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aaron-marton-435082138/
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Case studies
We’ve made a selection of relevant past projects 
that we believe can give you an overview of our 
experience, design and development skills.
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We created the mood and the design for the website of 
Obesity Action Canada to boost their community events 
and donations.

This non-profit organization started out recently to tackle 
one of America’s top challenges in society: Obesity. 
We’ve helped them launch their community events with 
their new website and allowed them to easily set up and 
manage their content using WordPress and custom 
flexible content layouts.

We delivered a development-ready design and 
implemented it in a Custom WordPress Theme and plugin.
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For BMW and Mini we’ve developed a plant tour and 
visitation platform with booking and payment collection. 
We’ve implemented the visual guidelines and brand 
guidelines and created a replicable system for each plant 
in throughout the globe.

The websites allow people to easily book plant tours and 
visits with voice guides and similar language speaking 
people. All the front-end facing website orders and 
bookings are streamlined into one system to manage all 
plant orders and bookings.

As part of our efforts, we were constantly validating our 
ideas and assumptions with the customer and made sure 
to deliver in time and without any downtime.
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We are continuously working with the Valassis, the global 
leader in Direct Mail Marketing. We’ve create a platform to 
streamline their sales team’s efforts from Quote to 
Payment collection and fulfillment. Self-Service and 
White-labeled versions were built to cover both B2C and 
B2B clients, allowing users to order Area Mail, EDDM, 
Dynamic Postcard, Targeted: 1:1 Mailings and Automated 
Mailers. The platform can also automatically trigger direct 
mail by setting a budget and subscribing.

We built their web experience from the ground up, 
encompassing activities ranging from research to full, end-
to-end design and development. 
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We were tasked with creating an NFC chip 
marketing and management tool to offer brands a 
platform and solution to get insights from their 
offline products by measuring interaction and 
showing product information to their clients by only 
tapping the NFC enabled product with their phones.

We’ve built the product from the ground up, with 
scalability in mind to allow brands to scale to 
millions of interactions and events with ease. 

Given that it is a SaaS product this project required 
multiple Design and Development Sprints to make 
sure we cover each use case a marketing tool 
should provide to large brands.
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We were tasked with creating an a platform to allow 
sending Direct Mail just as easy as sending an 
email. As part of their service offerings, we needed 
to create and API first platform to allow other SaaS 
platforms and sales tools to easily integrate this 
service in their current flows and processes. To 
achieve this we needed to align several business 
units and multiple teams in order to design a 360 
solution that would assist any developer working for 
these companies to easily plug in the API and start 
sending postcards.

Given the sheer size and complexity of the tool, this 
project required multiple Design Sprints and 
thorough business analysis to make sure we tailor 
to the needs of multiple stakeholders.
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We worked with Raiffeisen Bank for a series of rolling 
weeks with the target of improving the internal 
communication and experiences for their employees.

We leveraged the power of our Design sprints to deliver a 
brand guideline friendly, fully self-managed communication 
and contest platform for their employee branding 
initiatives. Through rapid iterations and feedback cycle 
from the Raiffeisen Marketing Team our design was on 
point and confirmed at the first presentation.

We delivered a development-ready design and 
implemented it in a Custom WordPress Theme and plugin, 
launching just under 3 weeks from concept to live. 
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We worked with Jason McGuire, one of the most 
experienced luxury marketing professionals to deliver  
an easy-to-manage CMS and a collection of luxurious 
landing pages for Montage Residences.

In such an exquisite space, it was super important to 
move fast and create a clean and consistent visual 
layout. We ran multiple Design Sprints to validate our 
ideas and the results were incredibly valuable.

The final design package included everything the 
compliance team needed to confirm our work meets 
their guidelines and expectation. The development 
team started right a way and got the product out in 
the market fast.



Part 2

Bespoke WordPress 
development
Take the defined concept, 
implement the design in pixel 
perfect, responsive HTML, then start 
building the WordPress theme using 
cutting edge technologies.

Part 1

Design 
concept
Understand the project needs and 
design the most suitable solution. By 
the end of this phase, we’ll have a 
validated concept, designed mobile 
first and ready for development.

The process
Just like building a house or office building, we first need to define the 
concept / design the layout, and then actually start building it.



Discovery & 
framing

Concept ideation 
& prototyping

User testing & 
validation

Final design 
concept

Design concept
Part 1:



Discovery & Framing
Critical at the beginning of every new complex initiative, this component is 
the foundation that allows us to understand the context, opportunities and 
challenges around a given topic. Activities included:

Problem Framing
Primary & Secondary Research
Content gathering

Requirement Gathering
Asset gathering
Typeface research



Design Sprint
The Design Sprint is a step-by-step process for answering critical business 
questions, rapidly solving big challenges, creating & validating new products 
or services, or improving existing ones in just a few days. 

Pre-Sprint Design Sprint Iteration & Delivery

Project context 
Specific research 
Goal definition 
Asset gathering 

Alignment 
Ideate 
Prototyping 
User testing 

Revise & Improve 
User testing 
Executive summary 
Team de-briefing 



Design Execution
As part of this component, classic UX and UI activities are included to bring 
your solution to a high-fidelity, development-ready state. Includes:

Style guide creation
Typography presentation
User Interface Design 

Iconography
High-fidelity Prototyping 
Asset Delivery
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What we deliver - Design
 Complete concept and design for the website

 Clickable prototype of the solution

 Layouts for Mobile, Tablet and Desktop resolutions

 Style guide, typography

 Bootstrap 4 grid based layout

 Developer ready working files (visual assets)



The process
Part 1

Design 
concept
Understand the project needs and 
design the most suitable solution. By 
the end of this phase, we’ll have a 
validated concept and prototype, 
ready for development.

Part 2

Bespoke WordPress 
development
Take the defined concept, 
implement the design in pixel 
perfect, responsive HTML, then start 
building the WordPress theme using 
cutting edge technologies.



HTML 
Implementation

Custom Plugin 
for functionality

Bespoke Theme 
Implementation

Distribution 
ready files

Bespoke WordPress
Part 2:



Our development process
We are usually create three custom modules from scratch in our development 
process for validating the MVP and building your bespoke WordPress 
website, depending on the budget, project needs and complexity.

Custom plugin creation 
Custom post type definition 
Custom functionality 
Custom API Integration 
OOP code architecture 

We add all necessary hardening 
features into our custom plugin 
Disable unused core WP features 
Disable REST API 
Limit login attempts  
…and much more

PLUGIN HARDENING

Implementation of HTML into a  
Bespoke WordPress Theme 
ACF Custom Fields for layout 
Asset optimization 
Build process 

THEME
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What we deliver - WordPress
 Front-end development

 Bespoke WordPress Theme

 WordPress Admin customization

 Commercial Plugin personalization

 Custom plugin for hardening

 Custom API integration

 Re-usable layout blocks

 Testing and Quality Assurance

 Project Management

 Training
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Hosting
We can offer a Premium Managed WordPress hosting solution based on Google 
Cloud from our hosting partners at Kinsta. Their package include CDN, SSL, Daily 
backups, auto scalability, security scans, auto-updates, intrusion detection and 
prevention and premium almost instant support.

In case you want to host the website in-house: all tasks, work, responsibility and maintenance fall into 
your hands as a client. We can advice and recommend software packages, optimization and security best 
practices but these will need to be handled by you or your team.

https://kinsta.com?kaid=RGADCRCYQIRN
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Warranty
We can offer a 30 day warranty for all of our work. For this period, we offer core 
WordPress updates handling and basic housekeeping included in the project budget. 

We even help you resolve problems not generated by our code, but that we will charge per hour.

Yeah…no kidding.
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Thank you!
guru@webgurus.eu / +40742-772503

aaron@webgurus.eu / +40744-760016

www.webgurus.eu

mailto:guru@webgurus.eu
mailto:aaron@webgurus.eu
https://www.webgurus.eu

